Language Arts .Journal of Michigan Bishop, Bishop. and Gardner. 1973. Adapting computer-assisted instruction to the non-programmer. ERIC Document no. 081 231.
Program which scans journalistic essays for key words and emphasis.
Blundell, G. 1983 . Personal computers in the eighties. Byte 8.
Discusses why computer market will continue to expand in the 80s through use of personal computers in home, business. and educational environments.
Borque, J. 1983. Understanding and evaluating: The humanist as a computer specialist. College English 45 (Jan.).
Argues for greater recognition of English professors who write software and establishes criteria for evaluating programs.
Bradley. V. 1982. Improving students' writing with microcomputers. Language Arts 59 (October). Describes a system incorporating programs discussed in Cherry's "Writing Tools" (see above).
Programs will proofread, comment on style. provide reference information. Argues that programs should move towards a more sophisticated view of language. Describes four programs: one for prewriting. one showing how prewriting information can be structured in an essay, and two for editing.
